
Ian was born on 27th March, the day the Park celebrated 
its 45th anniversary. His birth was caught on camera by 
Keepers and he was born to mum Ruby in less than ten 
minutes, in full view of staff here at lunchtime, a moving 
experience many will never forget. 

Ian was named after the South African conservationist 
Ian Player (1925-2014) who spearheaded efforts 
to save the White Rhino from extinction. The Park’s 
original Rhino pair, called Lebombo and Somtuli, 
arrived from Umfolozi in 1972 as a result of Ian’s Rhino 
conservation initiatives.

Nancy had given birth to Astrid in 2013 and Keepers 
knew she was pregnant for a second time, but weren’t 
expecting her to give birth until later in the year. They 

were taken by surprise in the early evening on 18th 
August when John the Rhino was born!

John the baby rhino is named in memory of Mr John 
Heyworth (1925-2012) who founded the Park in 1970. 
Rhinos were one of his favourite species at the Park and he 
would have loved to have seen the calves. His son Reggie, 
Managing Director, commented: “You wait forty years and 

then three come along at 
once! This is such a happy 
event for the Park, and I 
have to pinch myself when I 
see six rhinos on the lawn.”

Births in captivity are 
relatively rare, with only 
fourteen White Rhinos 
being born in European 
zoos in the last twelve 
months. The Park is 
responsible for two out 
of the three births in 
the UK in 2015.

In 2015 the Park was delighted to 
welcome the arrival of two ‘bundles 
of joy’ in the form of Ian and John, 
two white rhino calves… 

www.cotswoldwildlifepark.co.uk
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John a few hours old 
with mum Nancy

Ian with mum Ruby

RHINO BABY BOOM!

DID YOU KNOW? If you see some Rhinos together, the ‘collective noun’ for the group is a ‘crash’.



2 Fact: Our Giraffes’ favourite food is hawthorn branches and the odd carrot as a treat.

It is a common question we are asked here at the Park, 
“how do you feed so many animals?” and with such a 
huge variety there is no simple answer. As zoos develop, 
animal nutrition gets better and better and long gone 
are the days of bananas for all the monkeys and bread 
for the ducks. We carefully formulate the diets for each 
species and these must then be weighed out exactly 
by the Keepers to ensure the animals get enough but 
not too much, as obesity can cause as many problems 
in animals as it can in humans and rather like children, 
animals have a knack of selecting those foods which are 
high in fats and sugars!

In many ways, the simplest animals to feed are the 
carnivores such as the Asiatic Lions, Leopards and Wolves. 
We supply them with as many varieties of fresh raw meat 
as possible, complete with all the gory accompaniments 
(bone, fur and sinew). This replicates wild diets and is 
vital to keep these animals in prime condition. 

We then move onto the herbivores including the Rhino, 
Giraffe and Zebra. Although fairly basic, it is the volumes 
involved that make these species a challenge, the Giraffe 
alone seem to consume enough fresh leaves each 
summer to decimate a decent sized forest! We are lucky 
to have many trees on the surrounding estate which we 
harvest sustainably to allow for a healthy supply of leaves 
for the future, although this is small comfort to Steve our 
Giraffe Keeper who actually needs to provide this never 
ending feast. The Rhino and Zebra are grazers, so much 

of their food is available under their feet in their spacious 
paddocks. When in winter the grass is in short supply, 
they munch their way through huge amounts of hay with 
apparent relish, despite the monotony of the ingredients.

Birds and primates provide different challenges. What 
the diets lack in volume, they make up for in complexity 
and it is the curse of the bird keepers to spend half their 
working lives chopping a huge variety of ingredients for 
their charges. The amounts involved with these species 
can be very small and it is vital the items are chopped 
to the appropriate size so that tiny beaks or delicate 
fingers can deal with the food they are offered. Primates 
particularly suffer many of the same dietary problems 
as us, so careful monitoring of what has been eaten, or 
more importantly not eaten, must be done daily (it is this 
monitoring that explains keepers’ unhealthy fascination 
with bowel movements!). 

Finally, we come to perhaps the easiest animals to feed, 
the reptiles. Unlike the rest of the Park’s inhabitants, 
the snakes are not fed very often. Once a week for the 
smaller species and less often still for our large animals 
such as our Anacondas who will eat several whole rats 
every few weeks. Dart frogs on the other hand need a 
constant supply of fruit flies in their exhibit to thrive, 
which are themselves bred by the Reptile Keepers using a 
diet of decomposing fruit.

That is a brief summary of the work that goes into a 
fraction of the 250 species at the Park. Things keep 
changing as we discover more about the needs of our 
animals and our dedicated staff must also keep up with 
these changes as they occur. One thing is for sure – our 
annual food bill, currently hovering around the £100,000 
mark, will continue to rise! 

FOOD, GLORIOUS FOOD!
Jamie Craig, the Park’s Curator, gives 
an insight into perhaps the most 
important aspect of animal husbandry…
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The Reptile team at the Park  
have for the first time successfully 
bred the critically endangered 
Electric Blue Geckos…

Here’s one of 
our Electric 

Blue Geckos 
sitting on the 
end of a pen!

ELECTRIC BLUE 
GECKO  
BABIES

CONSERVATION

They are only found in eight square kilometres of the 
Kimboza Forest in Tanzania, within which they exclusively 
live in the leaf crowns of one specific tree (Pandanus 
rabaiensis). Unfortunately, these beautiful lizards are 
in high demand from the illegal pet trade, which alone 
wiped out at least 15% of the population between 2004 
and 2009. Illegal collectors cut down the trees to collect 
the rare Geckos, destroying their delicate habitat. 

Curator of the Park, Jamie Craig commented: “Our 
specialist Reptile department have been working 
on perfecting their husbandry techniques with this 

species and 
these hatchlings 
are an excellent reward for 
their dedication. It is a real achievement for the Park 
and we are continuing to get eggs and have a high 
success rate.”

They are a brand new species to the Park. Not 
long after their arrival, the Reptile team noticed 
tiny eggs in the corner of their off-show enclosure. 
After approximately 60 days three tiny Electric Blue 
Geckos hatched. 

The Cotswold Wildlife Park Conservation Trust was 
registered as a charity in 2013. The Trust was formed to 
raise funds for the conservation of animal species and 
endangered environments and to educate and inform the 
public, including visitors to the Wildlife Park, about the 
activities that we fund.

Funds raised by the 
Cotswold Wildlife Park 
Conservation Trust…

Fact: Rhino horn is made out of keratin, the same substance that makes up human hair.

The money we raise comes from various sources, 
including other zoological collections where we have joint 
funding commitments, and from our visitors who donate 
to specific causes, and legacies, but the main income is a 
bulk grant from Cotswold Wildlife Park Ltd.

The Park donated to various conservation projects 
in 2015, including: 
Madagascar projects: £37,661 
Tusk Trust projects: £6,129 
Wild Camel projects: £2,000 
Tongwe Trust: £4,081 
Falklands Conservation: £4,112 
Wild Aid: £2,200 
GAWPT: £2,700

Pool by the  
restaurant:  
£2,297

Penguin  
Collection  
box: 
£3,662

Tusk  
Collection  
boxes:  
£1,134

Madagascar 
Collection Boxes: 
£5,787 and from 

our European  
donations: 

£19,163

We would like 
to thank all 
our visitors 
who donated 
in 2015.  
We raised:



4 DID YOU KNOW? Daffodils were brought to Britain by the Romans.

In 2009 and 2010 we had snow lying on the ground for 
a long time. Two plants that we lost during those long 
cold winters were Penstemon and Cordyline. Throughout 
the snow and cold the Cordyline looked fine, but in the 
spring instead of growing they were rotting inside. We 
lost a lot of them, leaving large gaps in the beds around 
the Park. Since then, several have recovered from the 
base and are now substantial plants.

The 2015 Autumn/Winter has been the mildest on 
record. Now we have spring plants coming into flower 
and summer flowers that have carried on flowering such 
as the Penstemon, because we haven’t had the frosts to 
knock them back. Autumn pruning hasn’t been carried 

out because they are 
still flowering!

At the end of December 
2015 we counted over 
20 plants that should 
have stopped flowering 
a while ago and over 30 
plants that were very 
early. Daffodils have been 
flowering since mid-
December, three weeks 
early. What will happen to 
these plants that should 
be dormant now, but are 
still producing flowers? 
If the weather stays mild 
will they carry on growing, 
possibly getting weak and 
‘leggy-looking’ (due to low 
light levels) because they 
haven’t had a rest? We can 
only wait and see… 

SPRING OR WINTER?

Mandy Hicks from our Gardening 
Team explains why the Gardens are a 
bit confused this winter…

Linda Bates from our Gardening team 
talks about the fly-eating plants we 
have here at the Park…

Daffodil

Penstemon

In our Insect House at the Park we don’t just have insects 
we also have insectivorous plants. These are plants that 
‘eat’ insects. As a child I remember my friend having a 
Venus Fly-trap and watching it eat flies. Now my knowledge 
of insectivorous plants has grown, and working at the Park 
I’m lucky to have the chance to grow them.

At the Park we have the nepenthes or commonly named 
Pitcher Plants, hanging down from the waterfall, these 
trap their food in pitchers that hang down from the plant. 
Insects crawl inside the pitcher and are digested in the 
soup-like liquid at the bottom of each pitcher, which gives 
the plant its nutrients. 

My favourite by far is the Sundew (Drosera), this can be 
grown outside in this country, but we keep ours in pots to 
keep the insects down in the greenhouse where I work. 
They have very sweet sticky tentacles that attract insects. 
When they land on the plant they become stuck and cannot 
escape, the plant then absorbs the insect and liberates the 
nutrients from the dying insects.

Other insectivorous plant groups we have at the Park are 
Sarracenia. You will see these outside in barrels next to 
the entrance to our Madagascar enclosure. These are one 
of the insectivorous plants that will grow outside in this 
country. They will live happily in your garden given the 
right conditions, with full sun, 50/50 sand peat mix (but 
with no fertilizer in it) and lots of rain water. Give them a 
go, you might be surprised by how well they do!

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS

Year 
Englishof 

�e 

Garden 

2016

In association with

Pitcher Plant



5Fact: Pitcher Plants are so named because the water inside is sometimes drunk by monkeys.

Our new plant house has been erected next to the 
Greenhouse at the bottom of the Walled Garden. It 
has the much needed head room to accommodate our 
iconic bananas and other taller tender specimens for the 
winter. The cladding material is known as Keder and is 
like incredibly strong bubble wrap. It has a number of 
favourable qualities including excellent heat retention and 
an even light distribution within the house. 

Our surrounding nursery 
yard and adjacent circular 
plant border are being 
modified and landscaped.  

Our plants will enjoy being 
watered with rain water 
‘harvested’ from the roofs 
of the greenhouse and plant 
house and stored in the old 
existing tank under the glass 
house. This will particularly 
benefit our citrus plants 
and others which dislike our 
alkaline water.

NEW EXOTIC PLANT HOUSE

GLORIOUS BLOOMS
COME TO THOSE WHO WAIT

It seems there is never a dull moment in the gardens 
department! We change our bedding displays twice a 
year. These create a dramatic impact, particularly when 
the banana and cactus plants make their appearance in 
late May. In contrast, some of the hardy woody species 
we have planted during the past 15 years have naturally 
taken longer to impress.

We now have a diverse collection of shrubs, and their 
structure provides interest throughout the seasons. 

Winter favourites include the well-known Mahonia ‘Charity’ 
as well as some of her lesser-known close relatives such 
as ‘Faith’, ‘Hope’ and even one actually named ‘Charity’s 
Sister’! These provide bright yellow flower spikes in the 
middle of winter but sadly with little scent – for that we 
rely on M.Japonica and the more unusual M. Cantab. 

Tim Miles, Head Gardener since 
1998, can start to enjoy the results of 
plantings made at the early stage of 
his time at the Park…

The Gardens Team at the Park has an 
exciting addition to their nursery…

Edgeworthia MahoniaChilean Lantern Bush

Magnolia

Chilean Fire Bush

During February, specimens of Edgeworthia, near the 
Insect House and in the Winter Garden, gradually open 
their intriguing downward facing buds which have 
promised so much since forming in autumn.

Spring heralds an array of Magnolias particularly in the old 
drive, across from the Owls, where the wind shelter and 
deep fertile soil are to their liking. These are followed by a 
range of prolific flowering Dogwoods, all of which can be 
admired from the train shortly after it departs the station. 

From May into June our aristocratic Tree Peonies are much 
admired – naturally slow to gain structure they now provide 
an impressive spectacle. By the station during the same period 
several species from Chile reveal their unusual floral displays. 
More often encountered in west coast UK gardens rather than 
the Cotswolds, these include Embothrium (Chilean fire Bush), 
Crinodendron (Chilean Lantern Bush) and Drymis Winteri.

In the approach to the train station, Desfontainia is a dead 
ringer for a Holly until it produces scarlet tubular flowers in 
late summer, but we still await Stewartia, from Korea, to 
mature enough to beguile us with its camellia-like blooms 
from July – the longer the wait the greater the pleasure!



6 Fact: The Nicobar Pigeon is the closest living relative of the dodo. See them at the Park!

Having worked as a keeper on the Large Mammal section 
of the Park for six years, in 2010 I took the decision to 
go “back to school” and enrolled at the Royal Veterinary 
College, London, to become a Veterinary Surgeon.  This 
was a four year full-time course, during which time I 
continued to live and work at the Park on weekends and 
during the university holidays. This meant that for the 
best part of four years days-off were almost non-existent, 
but, although exhausting at times, it has been well worth 
it and I have now returned to full-time employment at the 
Park as the vet, which is a job that I absolutely love.

There is no such thing as a typical day in this job, and it 
is certainly never dull! The majority of the work involves 
planning and implementing preventative health measures 
to try and prevent health problems before they occur. This 
means working closely with keepers to ensure husbandry 
and nutrition are correct for every species kept at the Park. 

Another important aspect is vaccination of certain animals 
to protect against diseases which may be life-threatening 
if contracted. In much the same way as pet dogs and cats 
are taken to the vets for their annual vaccinations our 
lions, leopards and wolves also require annual vaccinations. 
These wild patients are not so willing to stand for an 
injection so we have to administer the vaccines using a 

dart gun! A slightly less enjoyable, but nevertheless very 
important, part of the job is faecal screening of all the 
animals, to check for internal parasites. This is done 2 to 
4 times yearly and allows the targeted administration of 
wormers only to those animals that have a parasite burden, 
which helps prevent unnecessary medication of animals. 
Very importantly this also helps to slow the development 
of resistance to wormers which is now becoming quite 
commonplace amongst horses and some farm animals. 

Some days I will have routine surgeries or procedures 
planned, but on other days the work involves responding 
to issues that have occurred that day and may require 
immediate attention. Memorable cases from this year have 
been a camel having birthing difficulties who required 
assistance, and the anaesthesia of Jake the Giraffe to trim 
his overgrown hooves.

The best thing about this job is that you can never predict 
what the day will hold and with so many different animals 
to treat, every day really is a school day and there is 
always more to learn!

MY FIRST YEAR 
AS A ZOO VET

Emily Boyes, who started work as a 
Keeper at the Park then in 2014 qualified 
as a vet, describes her varied role…

Three endangered 
Mauritius Pink Pigeons 
hatched this summer. 
In 1990 their numbers 
declined to just 10 
individuals, and were it not 
for intervention they would 
have become extinct. The 
Park is part of the European 
Breeding Programme 
(EEP) of this species and 
has become one of the 
most successful zoological 
collections at breeding these 
beautiful birds.

RARE PINK PIGEONS HATCH

We’ve been patiently waiting 
for our flock of Chilean 
Flamingos to produce eggs, 
but despite Keepers’ best efforts 
no eggs had been laid for over 
eight years until 2015… 

Chester Zoo donated Flamingo eggs to the Park as part of 
the European Breeding Programme (EEP) and the chalky 
white eggs hatched after twenty-six days in the Park’s 
incubation rooms. Keepers named the chicks Mambo and 
Ringo who were hand-reared by a dedicated team, giving 
round-the-clock care, health checks and daily walks to 
strengthen their delicate legs. 

At the same time, the flock of forty-four flamingos on the 
lake had also made nests and started sitting on their own 
eggs! From those eggs we had 3 parent-reared chicks 
hatch. Flamingo chicks are born downy white, gradually 
turning pink within the first couple of years of life. They 
are fed ‘crop milk’ from both mother and father, which is a 
pink creamy liquid, produced by the hormone prolactin.

TICKLED PINK!

Emily Boyes  
at work

Mambo and Ringo have now been successfully introduced 
to the flock and the parent-reared chicks in their new 
lakeside home. You can see video clicks of Mambo and 
Ringo taking their first steps and taking their daily walks 
on our You Tube channel.
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Park staff, 
show 

judges and 
volunteers 
from Dogs 

for the 
Disabled

SCRUFFS 2015

The Park was named the fourth best rated zoo in 
the UK in the 2015 ‘Travellers Choice’ awards for Zoos, 
announced by TripAdvisor, the world’s largest travel 
site. The Park was also rated twelfth best zoo in Europe, 
according to millions of traveller reviews and opinions.

Reggie Heyworth, Managing Director of Cotswold Wildlife 
Park and Gardens said, “We are pleased about our 
TripAdvisor award. Comments on TripAdvisor are a vital 
source of feedback about where we need to improve, and 
a huge encouragement to all the staff here when people 

take the time to give praise”.

The annual Travellers’ Choice awards for zoos are based 
on the millions of valuable reviews and opinions from 
TripAdvisor travellers across the globe. Award winners 

were determined using 
an algorithm that took 
into account the quantity 
and quality of reviews 
for zoos, gathered over a 
12-month period.

Thank you for all your 
lovely reviews!

This was our second year running supporting Dogs for the 
Disabled, a local charity doing amazing work in training dogs 
to aid people. Some of the families and their dogs from Dogs 
for the Disabled joined us on the day to show their support 
and speak to our visitors about the charity and their work. 

The dog show had 8 classes ranging from “Waggiest Tail” 
to “Best Trick” and 2015’s show saw a total of 62 dogs 
entered, which is our highest turn-out to date. The winner 
of each class won a rosette, Park goody bag and they 
were put forward to a ‘Best In Show’ class at the end, 
where a champion was picked from the 8 class winners. 
With 62 dogs the classes were difficult to judge and took 

our two judges, the actress Nicola Blake and John Starley 
(Chairman of Trustees from Dogs for the Disabled) a very 
long time. Our 2015 “Best in Show” was Toffee a 1 year-
old Cockerpoo. The Dog show raised £330 for Dogs for the 
Disabled, but this was then raised to a donation of £500 
by the Park. 

For 2016 we intend to continue our support for what is 
now known as Dogs for Good (previously Dogs for the 
Disabled). Dogs for Good are not only training dogs to 

be paired with disabled 
people but are also now 
training dogs to be paired 
with autistic children. Our 
2016 Scruffs dog show will 
take place on Saturday 
14th May, so keep an eye 
on our website for more 
details about the event.

Our annual Scruffs dog show took 
place on 23rd May to raise money for 
Dogs for the Disabled…

UK’S 4TH BEST ZOO!

“Toffee”, Best in Show

Fact: TripAdvisor has more than 290 million opinions from travellers around the world.

Reggie 
Heyworth 
and Bee 
his dog



2015 PHOTO COMPETITION

RESULTS!

8 DID YOU KNOW? Vultures have incredibly strong stomach acid that kills bacteria.

We were delighted, amazed and moved by your photos, that 
captured the year and the personality of our animals here at 
the Park. Our theme for the year was ‘Animal Portrait’. 

With over 700  
entries for the 
Park’s 2015 Photo 
Competition,  
judging was so 
difficult this year…

ADULT CATEGORY

WINNER
Jordan Yates  

(aged 15)

CHILD CATEGORY

WINNER
Wayne Bailey, 
who captured 

one of our 
Vultures giving 

a menacing look

Richard CherryKarl MacWilliam

Julie Titcombe

Sophie Howells  
(aged 16)

Kelly Robinson

Samantha Weaver

RUNNERS UP

Lucy 
Barnes

BEST SNAPSHOT

Georgia Dicks  
(aged 12)

RUNNERS UP

Andy Harkness

HIGHLY COMMENDED

Thank you to  
all those who  
entered the  
competition  
and we are  
looking  
forward to  
seeing 
your entries  
in 2016!

There were two categories: Adult and Child (3-16 years). 
The Adult winner and Child winner of the Animal Portrait 
will each win a Season Ticket to the Park and their photo 
will be made into a postcard available in the Gift Shop.

The photos of the winners and runners-up will be displayed 
in our restaurant, throughout 2016.

Lucy wins  

a family  

ticket to  

the Park


